You can see and order your photos on the following web address:
http://www.pildikompanii.ee/et/tellimine
Put your seven digit access code you got from the school in to the field named „Ligipääsukood”
and your childs full name in to the second field named „Pildil oleva isiku ees- ja perekonnanimi”,
and press the blue button „SISENE”.
Choose your childs photo and click on it, then choose your wished products and select how many
you want them (KOGUS) and press the button „LISA OSTUKORVI“ to add them to the shopping
cart. You have to do it with every product individually: choose picture -> choose product -> add
to the shopping cart.
In the upper right corner you can see your shopping cart by clicking on it.
To see photos with friends you have to go to the cart and click on the box „LISA TELLIMUSSE
SÕBRAPILTE“. Choose your pictures, choose your products and add them to the shopping cart.

After you are satisfied with your pictures, products and amount, click on the blue button named
„VORMISTA TELLIMUS“ to proceed with your order.
You have to fill customer information about yourself. Add your first and surname in to the field
„EES- JA PERENIMI“, your e-mail in the field „E-POST“ and your telephone to the field
„TELEFON“ .
In the section „PILTIDEL OLEVATE LASTE NIMED“ you have to add your childs name to the
field named „LAPSE NIMI“.
If you want to go back (to correct or modify your order) click on the blue button „TAGASI
OSTUKORVI“ . To continue to the overview of your order click on the blue button
„TELLIMUSE ÜLEVAADE“.
To confirm your order click on the blue button „KINNITA TELLIMUS“.
Below the title „MAKSMINE” you can choose the according internet bank link. The supported
banks are Swedbank, SEB, Nordea Bank, and LHV Bank. If you would like to pay via an
unsupported bank then our account no: IBAN: EE452200221042407932, Pildikompanii OÜ, and
please make sure tofill the explanation field with your order no.
All products will be printed and completed after the end of the order period placed in the mail.
For more gift items visit: https://www.pildikompanii.ee/et/muudmeened
Mouse Pad - Hiirematt
PencilCase (Red/Black with flap) – Pinal (punane/must klapiga)
PencilCase (Red/Black with zipper) - Pinal (punane/must lukuga)
T- Shirt - T-särk
Shoes-sportsbag - Sussi- või võimlemistarvete kott

Best regards,
Pildikompanii OÜ

